
Previously in Star Trek: Dauntless; 

 

When the starship Dauntless responds to a distress call from the space station Adelphia-One, in orbit of the neutral 

planet Adelphous III, the crew find the former Starfleet facility is still using dangerous pergium/durellium reactors 

to power the station, experimental reactors that should have been replaced when the station was turned over to the 

Adelfans. 

 

While in the process of removing the dangerous reactors, which are contaminated with chroniton and isolytic 

radiation, and replacing them with fusion reactors from the Dauntless’ impulse systems, a power spike causes the 

century-old reactors to explode, destroying half the station, disabling the Dauntless and tearing a rip in the fabric of 

subspace which will eventually grow to envelope half the solar system, including the planet Adelphous III and it’s 

seven billion inhabitants. 

 

Meanwhile, the thirty members of the Dauntless crew, including Captain Koester, Commander K’danz and Lt 

Commander Dar, who had worked furiously to remove the dangerous reactors when they overloaded, wake to find 

themselves still aboard the same space station but more than a century in the past, under arrest as intruders by 

Starfleet security guards. 

 

After convincing the station’s commander, Lt Commander Barke, to contact Temporal Investigations, the Dauntless 

crew are recalled to Earth, to be transported aboard the USS Enterprise, which has just completed its second five-

year mission under the command of James T. Kirk. 

 

And now the continuation... 

 

 

Captain’s personal log: 

I feel like I’m in some historical recreation on the holodeck, but it’s really happening!  

I’m actually aboard the most famous starship in Starfleet history...  The Enterprise-1701! 

In spite of the fact the Enterprise crew has been ordered to keep me and my crew isolated, 

restricted to shared staterooms and one recreation room, many of the senior staff have 

taken a moment to meet with me and my senior officers, better to understand our 

predicament.  Unlike Lt Commander Barke, Captain Kirk and his crew appear to believe 

our story, perhaps because they’ve been through some truly unusual experiences 

themselves. 
 

 

Space, the Final Frontier... 

These are the voyages of the starship Dauntless! 
 

Star Trek: Dauntless 
 

“Paradox - Part 3” By PJK 
 

 

 Commander K’danz had just left the rec room, heading back toward the quarters she and Dar had been 

assigned upon reporting aboard the Enterprise, where her half-Klingon husband was spending most of his time, out 

of sight of the 23rd century crew.  She had just attended a briefing where the Dauntless crew were reminded not to 

interact with the crew of the Enterprise, no matter how tempting the prospect might be. 

 She had just turned a corner in the corridor when she almost bumped into a man she immediately 

recognized as Lt Commander Hikaru Sulu.  He smiled as he excused himself, looking at K’danz’s futuristic Starfleet 

uniform before saying, “Hi.” 

 K’danz froze momentarily, unsure what exactly to do.  She supposed she could say ‘hi’ back, but did not 

know if that would be considered interaction.  Instead she tried to ignore Sulu, continuing on toward the doors of her 



quarters.  Again Sulu spoke as he fell into step close behind K’danz, saying, “How are you?  Are you adjusting 

well?” 

 With a look close to fear, K’danz increased her pace, still followed by Sulu, who seemed puzzled as to why 

the visitor from the future would not speak.  He finally gave up, dropping back as K’danz finally reached her door 

and with a last glance over her shoulder at Sulu, disappeared inside. 

 “You won’t believe who I just ran away...,” K’danz started to say to her husband until she noticed they 

were not alone.  Sitting on the couch was her commanding officer, Captain Peter Koester.  Sitting in a chair near the 

captain was a familiar looking officer with pointed ears.  The blood drained from K’danz’s face as she recognized 

the Enterprise’s science officer, Commander Spock.  All three men looked up as K’danz stopped in her tracks. 

 “Come join us, Exec,” Koester said, offering her a seat near where Dar stood.  “Commander Spock wanted 

to know a little more about how we found ourselves trapped in our past.  Without giving away too much information 

about his future, Dar and I told him about the problems the station’s reactors caused.  He has confirmed some of our 

most troubling theories.” 

 “I thought we weren’t supposed to be interacting with the Enterprise crew, Skipper?” K’danz asked as she 

sat next to Dar. 

 “This interaction, as you call it, was at my behest, Commander,” said Spock.  “I wished to know how your 

time travel experience compared to similar events this crew has experienced in the past.  However, I must admit I 

am alarmed by what your captain and chief engineer have related to me.” 

 K’danz looked at the worried expressions on both Dar and Koester’s faces as she asked, “What alarmed 

you, Commander?” 

 Spock sat back in his chair, steepling his fingers in front of his face as he said, “If the events aboard 

Epsilon-12 occur as Commander Dar and Captain Koester described, based on my rather limited knowledge of 

isolytic subspace devices, the resulting tear in the fabric of space-time it would cause will grow until it eventually 

destroys the entire Adelphous solar system, killing every life-form present.” 

 “Including the crew of the Dauntless,” Dar added. 

 Koester, looking grim, turned to his First Officer as he said, “Now we know how we got thrust back in 

time, and why we will eventually be found aboard the derelict starship the Dauntless comes across in the future.  To 

try and prevent this accident from happening, destroying both the Adelphous system and our own starship.  Now all 

we need to know to complete the puzzle is how do we get aboard that starship to complete the loop.” 

 “Why don’t we just try and convince Starfleet to replace the P/D reactors with M/A or fusion reactors and 

avoid the whole problem?” K’danz asked. 

 “Because it would change history, Commander,” Spock said impassively.  “The event your captain has 

described may be far in my future, but it is already a part of your past.  Were you to convince Starfleet to make the 

change aboard Epsilon-12, the accident that sent your crew back in time would ever occur, never sending you back 

in time to convince Starfleet to make the reactor change...” 

 “...Which would cause the accident to occur.  Paradox,” K’danz said with a defeated tone. 

 “Precisely,” Spock agreed. 

 Just then, the stateroom’s door chime sounded.  The three Dauntless crew looked over toward the door as 

Dar called out, “Come.”  The doors parted to admit one of the Enterprise’s security guards.  He looked surprised to 

find not only Dar and K’danz, but also Koester and Spock as well. 

 “Excuse me, but Captain Kirk would like to see Mister Koester, Ms K’danz and Mister Dar in his quarters,” 

the security officer announced. 

 “I shall accompany you,” Spock said, standing to join the others.  The science officer dismissed the guard, 

then directed Koester and his officers toward the nearest turbolift.  Koester could not help but run his fingers along 

one corridor bulkhead, still finding it hard to believe he was aboard the most famous of starships.  Spock watched 

him, one eyebrow raised, until Koester shrugged and smiled, falling into step beside K’danz. 

 The turbolift took the group up two decks to the starship’s officer’s quarters.  A moment later, they entered 

the captain’s quarters, which were already crowded with Captain Kirk, Chief Surgeon Dr Leonard McCoy and Chief 

Engineer Montgomery Scott.  Koester marveled at the small size of the captain’s quarters as the doors swished shut 

behind him, less than a fifth of the size of the captain’s quarters aboard the Sovereign-class USS Dauntless, smaller 

even than the most junior crew members aboard his starship lived in. 

 “Spock, I was just about to call for you,” said Kirk as he offered seats to all the new arrivals. 

 “So I surmised, Captain, which is why I escorted our guests here,” the Vulcan science officer replied. 

 “What can we do for you, Captain?” Koester finally asked as he, Dar and K’danz took seats around the 

small table in the corner that was the stateroom’s only real workspace. 

 “I’ve just received what I hope you will consider good news,” Kirk said. 



 “Starfleet has decided what to do with us?” K’danz asked.  The smile on Kirk’s face slipped slightly. 

 “Not... quite.”  The captain looked at his chief engineer, who looked at Koester and his officers. 

 “As ya might expect, the Enterprise is gonna need a refit when we return to Earth.  Starfleet claims it’ll 

take over a year, bu’ I think we can do it in three months,” Scotty said, a small expression of pride curling his 

mustache-topped lips. 

 “We’ve received permission to keep you aboard the Enterprise until Temporal Investigations decides what 

to eventually do with you, to keep you from mixing with the general population,” explained Kirk. 

 “You needn’t worry,” added Dr McCoy.  “We’ll take good care of you.” 

 “Thank you,” Koester responded.  “Now, if we make the assumption Starfleet and TI will want to keep our 

history intact and sends us back, we need to start making preparations.” 

 “Aye, I’ve had a few thoughts about that,” Scotty said as he called up a drawing on Kirk’s computer screen. 

 

* * * * 

 

 Over the course of the next few days, the Dauntless castaways were granted a little more freedom aboard 

the Enterprise, agreeing not to discuss with any of the crew who they were or where they came from.  They even 

started wearing the same uniforms as the Enterprise crew, which still reminded Koester of elaborate pastel pajamas. 

 The one exception among the crew who declined the extra freedom to move around the starship was Dar, 

who found that whenever he departed his stateroom he was followed by security guards wherever he went, choosing 

instead to spend the majority of his time in the quarters he shared with K’danz, drawing up designs for a system that 

might allow his crew to return safely to their own time. 

 Captain Koester found himself spending more and more time on the bridge, which felt like an elaborate 

history class to him, where he often found K’danz spending time with her childhood hero, James T. Kirk.  The 

hardest part of the whole experience was not mentioning any of the events she knew to be in the famous captain’s 

future as they talked about some of his more famous past missions. 

 “Captain Koester,” Kirk said one day, turning to where the Dauntless CO was standing on the upper bridge, 

talking to communications officer Lt Commander Nyota Uhura.  Koester looked over at his host just as the 

starship’s captain stood up from the center seat.  “Would you like to take the conn for a moment while I check some 

facts in the library computer.”  Kirk gestured toward K’danz, who stood near Spock’s empty science console.  “Ms 

K’danz seems to think she knows my life better than I do, and I need to prove her wrong.” 

 Koester stared silently at Kirk for a moment, speechless, until he finally managed to stammer, “I... I 

couldn’t...  Could I?” 

 Kirk smiled warmly as he replied, “From what you’ve told me, you’re a fully qualified starship captain.  

Besides, we’re on a straight course toward Earth.  You won’t even have to give an order.  What could go wrong?”  

Kirk patted the backrest of the command chair, inviting Koester to take a seat.  “We’re on course 300 mark zero, 

ahead warp factor six, all conditions normal.” 

 Slowly, Koester moved around the rail that seperated the upper bridge from the helm console and command 

chair one step below.  Watching Kirk closely, half expecting the legendary captain to rescind the offer as a joke, he 

slowly sat in the high-backed seat.  He could feel his heart beating a kilometer a second.  Finally settling 

comfortably into the chair, Kirk gave him one more smile, then moved back toward the science console to prove to 

his self-described Number One Fan that the Enterprise’s casulty rate was not significantly higher than most other 

Starfleet vessels. 

 A few minutes later, the starboard turbolift opened and Spock stepped out, pausing briefly when he noticed 

Koester in the center seat and Kirk leaning up against his console.  He sat in the science station’s seat, quickly 

inserting a computer chip into the console’s reader, drawing both Kirk and K’danz’s attention. 

 “Spock?” Kirk prompted. 

 “I have been attempting to perform some calculations based on the theoretical information Captain Koester 

described to me.  If my calculations are correct, the prospect is alarming.” 

 The Vulcan pressed a button, and on one of the round monitor screens above his console was displayed an 

elaborate mathematical formula. 

 “If I properly understand our visitor’s description of an isolytic device such as Epsilon-12’s reactors could 

become, a technology I add we are not yet properly familiar with at this time, there is very little chance of mending 

the rip such a device would create.  A small tear could be sealed using a matter/antimatter device, such as a 

starship’s linear intermix chamber, but a tear the size of what my calculations indicate the five pergium/durellium 

reactors on Epsilon-12 could cause would be much too massive.” 



 The conversation between Spock and Kirk drew the attention of Captain Koester.  He turned the command 

chair around to look at the Vulcan as he continued his discussion. 

 “I will be the first to admit I don’t have all the information I need to properly estimate an isolytic subspace 

explosion, but from what I have been able to calculate, the only thing that would be able to seal such a rift would be 

another isolytic device with a booster, so to speak, added.” 

 “What kind of booster, Mister Spock?” K’danz asked. 

 Spock paused to think for a moment, once again steepling his fingers before saying, “The only substance I 

can think of is a waste byproduct of linear warp drive engines, a resin-like substance that must be removed from the 

intermix chamber every five years or so.” 

 Both Koester and K’danz knew exactly what substance Spock was referring to, though they knew it had not 

yet been given a proper name at this point in the 23rd century, linear warp drive still being a fairly new development 

in the 2270’s.  Trilithium resin. 

 “Captain,” interrupted Mister Sulu.  “At current speed, we will enter the Terran solar system in six hours.” 

 “Very well,” Koester replied without thinking before realizing the report had been meant for Kirk.  He 

looked up at the other captain with a sheepish grin and said, “Sorry, Captain.” 

 

* * * * 

 

 Several hours later, the Enterprise entered Earth orbit high over San Francisco.  In the transporter room, 

Captain Kirk, Commander Spock, Commander Scott, Lieutenant Chekov and Captain Koester took their places on 

the padds, while behind the transparent aluminum control booth window, Lieutenant Janice Rand prepared to beam 

them down to Starfleet Headquarters both to debrief the Enterprise crew from their latest five-year mission and to 

find out if Starfleet had made the decision of what would happen to Koester and his crew.  Meanwhile, aboard the 

Enterprise, Dar and his engineers were attempting to fine-tune a formula for an isolytic/trilithium device that could 

save the Adelphous system. 

 Captain Koester, who still wore the same Starfleet uniform as his hosts, paced back and forth in the 

reception room of Admiral Nogura’s office.  The Admiral’s Aide looked up from her work occasionally to watch 

Koester pace past her desk once again before returning her attention to the computer monitor.  When they had 

arrived, Kirk had assured Koester his debrief with Admiral Nogura would last no more than half an hour. 

 About twenty minutes later, the inner office door swished open, causing Koester to stop mid-step, as 

Commander Scott walked out with Lieutenant Chekov, muttering loudly in his Scottish brogue, “Eighteen months!  

Do you believe them?  Why, a monkey with a wrench could refit the ship in less than eighteen months!  Four 

months, I tell ya!  That’s all I’ll need!” 

 “I’m sure de admiral meant no eensult, Meester Scott,” Chekov said, trying to calm the agitated Scottsman 

down.  

 Koester ignored the two officers as they walked past him, instead staring at the door, which swished shut 

again.  Almost another hour passed, and Koester was getting nervous.  Then unexpectedly, the inner door swished 

open once more.  Koester looked toward it again, where Kirk now stood, beckoning him in.  Kirk’s expression 

looked serious as he said, “The Admiral is ready to see you, Peter.” 

 Koester quickly stepped into the admiral’s office.  Behind the large, elaborately carved wooden desk, sat a 

diminuative Japanese man who looked like he could be anywhere from sixty to one hundred and sixty years old.  

One of the admiral’s hands gently stroked a cat that laid on top of the desk, both the cat and the admiral watching 

Koester intently as he walked in.  On the same side of the desk as Koester were four people.  To his right sat Kirk 

while Spock stood at his commanding officer’s side.  On his left sat two men who from their fashion sense and aloof 

demeanor Koester knew had to be from Temporal Investigations.  He wondered if the two agents had been present 

for the entire time Kirk had briefed the admiral, knowing the reputation Kirk had with TI in his own time. 

 “Welcome, Mister Koester,” Nogura finally said as the captain took a position directly in front of the 

admiral’s desk.  “I’m afraid to say you’ve caused us some problems.  According to Agents Alverado and Lethers, 

your story is plausible.  However, short of going into the future and breaking our own rules about the knowledge 

there-of, there is no way to really confirm what you have told us.” 

 Koester nodded, having been through all of this before aboard station Epsilon-12 with Lt Commander 

Barke. 

 “Mister Koester,” said Agent Lethers.  “Assuming you really are who you claim you are, how much of your 

knowledge of the future have you shared with the crew of the Enterprise?” 

 Koester looked at the pair of TI agents as he answered, “Only as much as was necessary to be able to 

explain who we are and how we appeared aboard the space station.  I know my story is hard to believe, but I assure 



you, I am from 106 years in your future, and my crew and I need very badly to get back to the time in which we 

belong.” 

 “Well, that is the question, is it not?” Nogura asked.  “Where do you belong?” 

 “It is going to take some time to decide if Starfleet should attempt to send you and your group back...,” 

Agent Alverado said before being interrupted by Agent Lethers. 

 “You mean sent ahead.” 

 Alverado gave his fellow agent a brief nasty look before concluding, “...W have lots of… facts… to 

consider, as well as your own testimony and that of your so-called crew.  In the meantime, your group will remain 

aboard the Enterprise, isolated from the general population to keep you from interfering any more with anyone on 

Earth.  We can’t take any chances in case what you are telling us is true.” 

 Admiral Nogura nodded as Koester looked back at the wizened old officer, who continued to stroke his cat 

as he said, “You will be summoned when the decision is made.  Thank you, gentlemen.  Dismissed.” 

 Kirk, Spock and Koester all nodded their goodbyes, then turned and exited the admiral’s office.  They 

remained silent as they passed the admiral’s aide, the lieutenant barely noting the three passing. 

 “I’m worried, Jim,” Koester said once the three were finally alone out in the corridor.  “I get the feeling 

from those two agents that they’re going to eventually recommend my crew and I be kept here, in the present time.  

And if that happens, it’ll cause a bigger paradox than me meeting myself like I did a few months ago...  Well, a few 

months ago from my point of view.  God, I hate time travel!” 

 “I must agree with Captain Koester,” Spock said.  “If events do not move in the general direction that he 

has summerized to us, it could cause grave damage to his established history.” 

 Kirk paused for a moment, a look of curiosity on his face. 

 “How is it you actually met yourself?  I’ve had some strange adventures, but I haven’t managed to pull that 

one yet.” 

 “My starship happened upon a drifting Starfleet vessel that according to our records never existed.  It was 

on board that ship we found all thirty members of my crew who are now aboard the Enterprise in suspended 

animation,” Koester explained, biting his tongue to keep from telling Kirk his own encounter with ‘himself’ would 

occur one day in the future at a Klingon penal colony. 

 “Spock, are you thinking what I’m thinking?” Kirk asked, looking mischievous as he raised his wrist 

communicator to his lips. 

 “I believe I am,” Spock replied, clasping his hands behind his back. 

 Kirk smiled as he nodded, saying, “Kirk to Enterprise.  Three to beam up.” 

 

* * * * 

 

 “We’re ready to move into parking orbit at San Francisco Yards, Captain,” Sulu reported as Kirk, Spock, 

Scotty, Koester, K’danz and Dar all stepped onto the bridge, two Enterprise security guards still maintaining 

discrete observation on the half-Klingon visitor. 

 “Drydock Three reports ready to receive us,” Uhura added. 

 Kirk took his seat in the command chair, crossing his legs as he said, “I think we can take a little time to 

sightsee, don’t you, Captain Koester?” 

 “You’re the captain, Captain,” Koester replied. 

 Kirk turned to face the viewscreen and ordered, “Mister Sulu, take us past the building ways, ahead 

maneuvering thrusters.” 

 “Aye, sir,” Sulu replied, turning the controls to alter the starship’s course from a direct line toward where 

the Enterprise would enter her drydock to one that skirted the shipyard’s perimeter near where the slips where new 

starships were being built, slowing the vessel as he did. 

 “K’danz,” Koester said, drawing his first officer to his side.  “You know the requirements for our mission 

to succeed.  Coordinate with Commander Spock and find what we need.” 

 “Aye, Skipper,” K’danz acknowledged quietly as the new building ways became visible on the viewscreen, 

each slip containing starships under construction, each anywhere from basic spaceframes to near-completion. 

 “There are currently six vessels under construction,” Spock informed as he glanced into his viewer.  “My 

recommendation for you would be to consider one of the two new Miranda-class vessels, both of which are very 

near completion.” 

 “Any preferences?” Kirk asked, glancing up at Koester. 

 “I would recommend NCC-1864,” suggested Spock.  “It is the final hull number authorized for this round 

of construction and as such, would be easiest to erase from the records, notated merely as cancelled.” 



 “What’s her name?” Koester asked, not able to positively remember the hull number of the ship they had 

found several months earlier. 

 “Reliant,” Spock replied after looking up the shipyard records. 

 K’danz almost choked, quickly regaining her self control before either Spock or any other member of the 

Enterprise bridge crew noticed. 

 “Are there any vessels named ...Independence?” K’danz quietly asked the Vulcan science officer, 

prompting a raised eyebrow. 

 “Indeed,” Spock replied, consulting his readout once again.  “In the very next slip, building way eight.” 

 “Isn’t one ship pretty much like any other?” asked Dr McCoy, who had just emerged from the turbolift 

behind K’danz. 

 “On the contrary, Doctor, for Commander K’danz and her crew, these events have already happened,” said 

Spock.  “I would think as a member of the Enterprise crew you would have enough experience with time travel to 

understand the dangers of potential paradoxes.” 

 “That’s the ship we need,” K’danz stated. 

 “Spock?” asked Kirk without another word. 

 “Scanning for the coordinates now,” the science officer replied. 

 Kirk looked over at his chief engineer, saying, “You know what you have to do,Scotty.” 

 “Aye, sir,” Scotty replied, smiling a conspiriatorial grin beneath his bushy mustache. 

 

* * * * 

 

Four Months Later... 

 

 “Amanda, open a secure channel to the Enterprise.” 

 The first thing Spock had accomplished once the Enterprise had been secured in drydock was to hack into 

the shipyard scheduling computer, diverting the work crews from the Independence over to the Enterprise, where 

they filled in as the overhaul crew for members of Mister Scott’s engineering crew who were ‘assigned’ elsewhere.  

Then, once work had come to a dead halt aboard the Independence, Spock changed the hull number’s status to 

‘cancelled.’  As far as the shipyard computer system was concerned, the Independence no longer existed. 

 After that, Koester and his crew moved aboard the Miranda-class starship and with Scotty and his staff’s 

help began the conversion of fifteen of the vessel’s crews quarters into cryogenic stasis chambers, similar in design 

to the experimental equipment that had frozen Gunnery Sgt Olly O’Laughlin for four hundred years.  Meanwhile, Lt 

Commander Dar and a number of his staff were rigging a primitive isolytic device to the storage tank where 

trilithium resin from the warp core would be stored, careful to make sure the isolytic signature was masked by the 

vessel’s own warp signature. 

 “I have Captain Kirk on audio, Captain,” Lt Commander Amanda Windsor replied a moment later. 

 “Jim,” Koester said.  “We’re all set over here.  Twenty of my people are already in stasis.  I need the rest to 

get Independence underway.  How are things on your end?” 

 Captain Kirk’s voice sounded through the Independence’s bridge speakers in reply.  “Scotty’s managed to 

maintain his reputation.  We’re ready to conduct space trials.  We were just about to inform Starfleet of our 

readiness to depart.” 

 “Very well.  We’ll be signing off now, but we’ll stick to the plan.  Thanks for all your help, Jim.  You and 

your entire crew.” 

 “Glad we could help.  Now go and save your ship, Peter.  Good luck.  Enterprise, out.” 

 Koester smiled a half smile as the circuit closed, feeling a little regret that he would be unable to spend any 

more time with the famous crew of the original Enterprise.  He turned the command seat toward the helm console, 

where K’danz and Lt(JG) Patrick Kelly manned the helm and navigation stations respectively. 

 “Carrie, disengage umbilicles.  Thrusters at station keeping.” 

 “Umbilicles disengaged,” K’danz replied after clicking a switch on her console. 

 “We are functioning on minimal internal power,” Dar, the fifth and final member of the crew who manned 

the bridge reported from the engineering console just to the right of the main viewscreen.  “Power levels are low 

enough that we shouldn’t be setting off any alarms in the shipyard if Lieutenant Chekov’s sensor alteration has still 

gone unnoticed.” 

 “Here’s hoping,” Koester said, crossing his fingers. 

 

* * * * 



 “Uhura, hail Starfleet Operations,” ordered Captain Kirk. 

 A moment later, Uhura turned to the captain and reported, “Starfleet Operations on audio, sir.” 

 “Starfleet Operations, this is the Enterprise.  We’re ready for preliminary space trials.  Request permission 

to depart drydock.” 

 As Kirk awaited Operation’s reply, Uhura suddenly looked shocked.  She glanced over at Kirk and said, 

“Captain, I have Starfleet Headquarters on another frequency.  They’re ordering Captain Koester and his crew to 

report to HQ for disposition.” 

 “Stall them, Uhura.  Tell them we’re in the middle of a critical test and will beam Koester and his group 

down to HQ as soon as the test ends.” 

 “Aye, sir,” the chief communications officer replied as she turned back to her console just as the voice of 

Starfleet Operations returned on the speakers. 

 “Enterprise, this is Starfleet Operations.  Enterprise is cleared for departure.” 

 “Thank you, Ops,” said Kirk with a quick smile.  “Departing drydock.  Enterprise, out.”  He then looked 

down at Sulu on the helm and said, “You heard them, Mister Sulu.  Take her out, thrusters ahead one-third.” 

 At Sulu’s behest, the Constitution-class starship slowly started moving forward out of the drydock frame.  

Unlike the vessel’s re-launch five years earlier, there were no witnesses in spacesuits waving as the vessel departed, 

since both Kirk and Koester had agreed their plan should be implemented in the middle of the night shift, when few 

if any workers would be around to see two starships leave the shipyard instead of one. 

 “We are free and clear to navigate,” Sulu reported as the vessel’s warp nacelles finally cleared the drydock. 

 “Set course 270 mark zero, thrusters ahead full,” ordered Kirk. 

 The Enterprise slowly turned, its course taking her back past the same building ways where the 

Independence waited, thrusters holding the vessel in place, running lights still dark. 

 “Enterprise is closing,” K’danz reported as she readied the helm. 

 “Take her out, thrusters ahead full,” Koester ordered, taking a deep breath and silently hoping this plan 

would work. 

 Faster than the Enterprise had moved, the Independence slipped out of the building way, turning onto a 

course directly in front of the Constitution-class starship, which closed distance to less than half the starship’s 

length.  Should any sensors detect the Enterprise and the Independence departing orbit, they would appear as a 

single contact. 

 “On my mark, increase speed to full impulse,” Koester ordered, watching a chronometer display on one of 

the science station monitors.  “......Mark!” 

 As if under the same control, both Independence and Enterprise increased speed, breaking Earth orbit and 

heading out toward the farther reaches of the solar system. 

 

* * * * 

 

 Admiral Nogura looked at the ancient spring-wound nautical chronometer mounted on his office wall for 

the tenth time, then pressed the intercom button on his desk, causing his dark-furred cat to look at him with 

curiosity. 

 “Lieutenant, is there any word from the Enterprise yet on Koester and his crew?” the Fleet Admiral asked. 

 “I’ll check, Admiral,” the aide replied.  A couple of moments later the lieutenant came back on the 

intercom, saying, “Admiral, I have just received word that Enterprise has just left orbit.” 

 “What!?” the admiral shouted, cursing a Japanese epithet under his breath.  “Contact Kirk, priority 

channel.” 

 Nogura slammed his fist on his desk as he waited, sending his cat scrambling under the couch in the corner 

of the office.  Minutes later the lieutenant reported, “Enterprise is not responding to hails, sir.” 

 “Damn that Kirk.  What does he think he’s doing?  Trying to get those castaways back to the future by 

himself?”  The admiral closed the intercom channel with his aide and opened a comm channel to Starfleet 

Operations. 

 “This is Fleet Admiral Nogura.  What is the status of the Enterprise?  Is she heading toward the sun?”  

Nogura expected Kirk would be attempting a slingshot around the sun in an attempt to return the castaways from the 

future back to their time they claimed was their own.  He was shocked and somewhat thrown by the answer he 

received. 

 “No, Admiral, the Enterprise is heading out to the edge of the solar system for preliminary space trials.” 

 Nogura was now totally confused. 

 “Have you heard from the Enterprise since she broke orbit?” 



 The officer at Operations was silent for a moment, until he replied, “Uh... no, Admiral.” 

 “Where is the Enterprise now?” Nogura asked. 

 Another pause. 

 “Passing the orbit of Mars right now, Admiral.” 

 “Contact the Enterprise.  Have Kirk contact me ASAP!  If the Enterprise doesn’t respond, send another 

starship out to intercept them!  That’s an order!” 

 

* * * * 

 

 Amanda Windsor, who had manned the science station since the Independence had left Earth orbit, reacted 

to a signal on the console and moved quickly back over to the communications console. 

 “Captain, we’re receiving a tight-beam transmission from Enterprise,” the British engineer reported.  

“They say their sensors have detected another starship on an intercept course.” 

 “Dar?” Koester asked, looking toward his half-Klingon engineer as he rushed over to the science station.  

“Passive sensors only!” 

 “Confirmed,” Dar reported.  “Oberth-class ship just departed Utopia Planitia.” 

 “How far out are we?” Koester asked. 

 “We’ve just passed Jupiter’s orbit.  We’re clear on this course all the way out past Pluto’s orbit,” K’danz 

reported. 

 Koester thought for a moment, wondering if he should deviate from the plan, finally deciding the plan 

would go down the tubes if another starship crew saw the Independence with their own eyes. 

 “Carrie, maintain course.  Ahead warp five.  Once we clear the solar system, alter course to 133 mark 2 and 

increase to warp 7.” 

 “Aye, Skipper,” K’danz replied.  “Accelerating to warp speed.” 

 Seconds later, the Independence zoomed ahead of the Enterprise, disappearing into warp as Kirk’s starship 

maintained its course and speed until the starship Grissom caught up. 

 

* * * * 

 

 “Admiral, Captain Kirk on the compic for you.” 

 Nogura frowned as he got up and stood in front of his desk, looking at the wall-mounted viewer where 

James Kirk’s image appeared. 

 “Where have you been, Kirk?” Nogura asked.  “I’ve been trying to contact you since just after you left orbit 

with no response.” 

 “I’m sorry, Admiral,” Kirk replied.  “We had comm system problems that started shortly after we broke 

orbit.  Our chambers coil overloaded.  Didn’t even realize it until Mister Spock detected the Grissom on course to 

intercept us.” 

 Nogura frowned, sure Kirk was lying but unable to prove it.  Instead he just asked his next question. 

 “Grissom’s captain reported they detected a warp signature just before intercepting you.  Where did that 

come from?” 

 “That was the Enterprise’s warp drive, Admiral.  We tried testing the warp engines, but our warp field 

collapsed.  Mister Scott says we need more work.”  Kirk looked like he was struggling to keep a straight face when 

he said that. 

 “Where are you now?” Nogura asked. 

 “The Grissom escorted us back to the shipyard,” Kirk replied.  “We’ve just entered drydock again.” 

 Nogura released the breath he had been holding and started to smile. 

 “Very well.  As soon as your ship is secure, please send Mister Koester and his group down to 

Headquarters in San Francisco.  Starfleet and Temporal Investigations have decided they must remain here.  We will 

re-educate them if necessary and settle them into our society.” 

 Kirk looked out at Nogura from the wall viewer, confusion evident on his face. 

 “Send Mister Koester down ...?  Admiral, Mister Koester and his crew left the Enterprise before we broke 

orbit.  They should have reported to you hours ago.” 

 Now it was Nogura who looked confused. 

 “Koester isn’t aboard the Enterprise?” 

 “No, sir.  Hasn’t been for quite some time,” Kirk replied, tongue firmly in cheek.  “You can come and 

check for yourself if you wish.  I thought they had gone to meet with you.” 



 “Are you joking, Captain Kirk?” Nogura asked, his blood pressure rising. 

 “I would never joke like that to the Fleet Admiral, Admiral,” Kirk replied, completely straight-faced. 

 Nogura grumbled to himself, sure Kirk was somehow behind something, but not sure what had even 

happened. 

 

* * * * 

 

106 Years Later... 

 

 The Independence slowly tumbled through open space.  Its systems long since powered down to bare 

minimal levels, an impact with a rogue asteroid almost three-quarters of a century earlier had caused the starship to 

start tumbling, not that any of the thirty passengers aboard even noticed. 

 The tumbling slowed, then finally stopped as a tractor beam locked onto the vessel.  That tractor beam 

originated from a Sovereign-class starship station keeping very close nearby.  Moments later, the humming sound of 

transporter materialization filled one of the corridors of deck 5 as Commander K’danz, Major Sean McIntyre, Dr 

Rasa Palin and Lt Commanders Dar and Alasdair Wallace beamed aboard.  Immediately Wallace pulled out his 

tricorder and started scanning, as did Dr Rasa. 

 “These are the sources of the readin’s, Commander,” Wallace said, pointing toward the door of the nearest 

crew quarters with his tricorder.  “Aside from the warp core being on bare minimum ta keep the batteries from 

drainin’, these staterooms are th’ only place I’m detectin’ power readin’s.” 

 “Why would these kind of power readings be eminating from officer staterooms?” K’danz asked. 

 “Here’s your answer,” Dr Rasa said, showing his own medical tricorder readings to the Commander.  

“These rooms have been converted into stasis chambers.  These people are alive, but they’re in deep sleep.” 

 “For how long?” K’danz asked.  “And can we revive them?” 

 “I’ll be able to answer both those questions a whole lot better if we can get this ship’s sickbay up and 

running.” 

 “Major, you heard the Doctor,” K’danz said to McIntyre, who slung his phaser rifle over his shoulder as it 

was realized there was no danger present aboard the derelict ship.  “Let’s find sickbay and get it powered up.” 

 “Aye, Commander.” 

 

* * * * 

 

 Several hours later, sickbay was up and running and the away team were opening up the captain’s quarters 

aboard the Independence, figuring that whoever was in charge of the ship’s crew would likely have used that cabin.  

They were a little surprised to open the door, releasing a blast of super-cooled air into the corridor, to find not one 

but two people in stasis sleep inside the room, each laying atop a seperate bed and connected to a monitoring device 

that looked like it may have been modified from sickbay equipment placed between them.  One was male with dark 

hair, the other female with blonde hair.  Both wore what K’danz recognized as Starfleet uniforms of a century 

before, confirming Wallace’s readings that the ship had likely been adrift for that long a time. 

 “Bring in the gurney,” Rasa said as he started taking readings of the man, his face covered by a frosty 

breathing mask.  “We’ll take the male first.” 

 With the help of Alasdair Wallace, Rasa carefully disconnected the man from the life support and 

monitoring device, momentarily setting off an alarm on the monitor which McIntyre quickly shut off.  Then Rasa 

and Wallace carefully lifted the man off the bed and onto the anti-grav gurney, quickly pushing him through the 

corridors, into a turbolift, and finally into sickbay, where Rasa first injected the man with tri-ox compound before 

removing the breathing mask. 

 “By the Prophets!” Rasa muttered. 

 “My God!” echoed Wallace. 

 To the entire away team’s shock, the man now laying atop one of the old biobeds in a century old Starfleet 

uniform was their own captain, Peter Koester! 

 “Away team to Captain Koester,” said K’danz anxiously, quickly tapping her combadge.  It took a moment 

before her captain, still aboard the starship Dauntless, responded. 

 “Koester here.  Go ahead, Exec.” 

 “Captain, we have...,” K’danz started to say, unsure of what she was going to tell her captain.  “Well...  

Captain, we need you over here right away!” 

 “Why?  What’s the matter?” the captain asked with concern. 



 “I...  I really can’t explain it,” K’danz said, dumbfounded.  “You need to come over here.” 

 “Alright, Exec.  I’m on my way.  Koester, out.” 

 “What do we do now?” McIntyre asked, looking down at the man who, aside from a thick five o’clock 

shadow, looked exactly like the man he had known for almost eight years. 

 “All I know is I still have a patient to care for,” Rasa replied, injecting another drug into the man on the 

biobed to counteract the effects of the cryogenic gasses.  The man on the bed groaned.  A few seconds later, his eyes 

fluttered open for a moment before closing again. 

 “Where...  Where am I?” he said in a whisper horse from decades of unuse. 

 “You are being cared for in sickbay,” Rasa said quietly back to him. 

 “Dr Rasa?” the man asked, sounding unsure. 

 “Just take it easy,” Rasa replied.  “You’re suffering from a form of hibernation sickness.” 

 “K’danz...  The crew...” 

 “I’m right here,” Commander K’danz responded. 

 The man on the biobed opened his eyes again, but only halfway, looking in the direction from where 

K’danz’s voice had come.  He looked confused for a second, then shook his head slowly. 

 “No.  In... stateroom...  I think... I...” 

 As his voice faded, Rasa scanned the man with his tricorder. 

 “He’s asleep,” the CMO reported. 

 “What is he?  Some kind of alien in disguise?  Should I get a squad over here?” 

 “I’m not sure what he is, but I know who he looks like,” Rasa said.  “Either way, he’s of no danger to us 

right now.  It’s going to take at least six to eight hours for the effects of the stasis to really wear off.  I would 

recommend we start preparing the rest of these people, whoever they are, for transport over to the Dauntless where I 

can better revive them.” 

 “Dar, you and Wallace help Dr Rasa prepare the rest of our new guests for transport,” K’danz ordered, still 

staring at the man that looked so like her captain and close friend asleep on the biobed.  “Major, the Skipper should 

be beaming aboard any moment now.  Go meet him up where where we first arrived and escort him down here.” 

 “Aye, Commander,” McIntyre responded before quickly leaving sickbay.  Moments later, he stepped out of 

the turbolift on deck 5, just as the hum of the transporter filled the corridor, coalesing into the form of Captain Peter 

Koester exactly as McIntyre remembered him, current grey-shouldered Starfleet uniform and all. 

 “What did you find?” Koester asked with concern as soon as the transport hum had faded. 

 “You have to see this with your own eyes, Captain,” McIntyre replied as he gestured back toward the 

turbolift.  Moments later the two officers entered the medical facility, where the captain saw K’danz and Dr Rasa 

standing over a patient laying on one of the old biobeds.  The monitor above the bed beeped a rythmic beat, 

indicating near normal life readings. 

 “Exec, what is so important that you needed...” 

 Koester’s voice caught in his throat as Dr Rasa stepped away from the bed and the captain caught sight of 

the person laying there, his jaw dropping. 

 There, on the biobed in front of him, a similar look of shock covering his face, was another Peter Koester. 

 

* * * * 

 

Personal log, stardate 59088.8: 

My mind is a fog.  I can vaguely remember faces... images... places...  But I can’t 

remember why I was aboard that starship or where I was going or what it is I’m 

supposed to do. 

Shortly after reviving me, Dr Rasa and his staff brought everyone who had been in stasis 

aboard the Independence back over to the Dauntless, where they too were revived and 

now, like myself, are isolated from each other and the Dauntless crew, which is 

something I would have ordered under similar circumstances...  Or did I...? 
 

 



 Peter Koester’s log entry into a secure file within the computer was interrupted by the door chime.  Still 

feeling like a fog enshrouded his mind, he looked toward the door and said, “Come.” 

 The door slid open to reveal Dr Rasa Palin.  The physician, who wore a Bajoran Militia uniform rather than 

a Starfleet medical uniform, smiled as he stepped in, saying, “Just came to check up on you and see how you’re 

feeling?” 

 “As well as can be expected considering I don’t remember the last six months...  Has it been six months?  

The last thing I remember with any real clarity is the disaster drill K’danz ran on me.  After that...  It’s more like... 

vague feelings more than actual memories.  Something about going to Adelphi?” 

 Rasa pulled the scanner out of his tricorder and started running it over the man who appeared to be Captain 

Koester, nodding in satisfaction at the results. 

 “I wouldn’t worry too much.  It’s probably just a result of the cryogenic suspension.  Your memory will 

probably return given time, but I would still like to run some tests on you and the rest of the crew found aboard the 

derelict starship with you.” 

 “Of course, Bones,” Koester replied. 

 “Bones?” Rasa asked.  “Where did that come from?” 

 “It’s what they used to call doctor’s in the ancient American west, short for ‘Sawbones,’“ Koester replied.  

“It’s what Jim...  Jim used to call...” 

 “Jim?  Jim who?” Rasa asked. 

 “Jim was...  Jim?” 

 Koester still looked very confused, but Rasa simply smiled his fatherly smile and said, “I’m sure it will all 

come back to you very soon.”  He returned his tricorder to his medikit and turned to leave. 

 “What is going to happen to us?  Me and all those who were found aboard the Independence?” Koester 

asked before Rasa left the cabin. 

 “The captain is figuring that out now,” Rasa replied.  “I can’t give you a definitive answer, but in all 

likelihood you’ll be turned over to Starfleet and they’ll decide what should be done with you.” 

 “Yes.  Yes, I would have done the same thing,” Koester said before the confused look returned.  “Did I?” 

 “Well, whatever happens, it will happen soon,” Rasa added, trying to reassure the man once again before 

finally leaving the stateroom with a final remark.  “I’ll check in on you later and see how you’re fairing.” 

 Koester watched the door swish shut behind the doctor, then sighed, wondering why he had just called Rasa 

by the nickname ‘Bones.’  Frustrated at his swiss-cheese memory, he walked over to the nearby replicator and 

ordered a cup of hot tea with milk and carried it back to the couch, placing the mug on the coffee table untouched as 

he sat back down, leaning his head back with his hands on his forehead.  Suddenly the door chime sounded again. 

 “Come,” he said once again. 

 The door swished open once more, revealing a man who looked remarkably like himself, except he was 

wearing his normal uniform and his hair was slightly longer, though still salt and peppered with brown and grey. 

 “Good afternoon, Captain,” the new arrival said as he offered Koester a handshake.  “Can I assume you 

know who I am?” 

 Koester leaned forward on the couch, returning the handshake as he nodded, saying, “Yes.  I wondered 

when you would get around to visiting with me.  Unfortunately, aside from knowing you are me and that I’m back 

aboard the Dauntless, my mind is a bit hazy as to how I got here.” 

 The Koester in the 24th century uniform sat down in a chair opposite his counterpart and asked, “Can you 

tell me what you do remember?” 

 “My last clear memory is a mission to Adelphi.  Everything after that is pretty much just bits and pieces,” 

said the Koester in the 23rd century uniform, his expression displaying the frustration he was feeling as he tried to 

remember.  “The only other thing I can recall is a deep sense of urgency.” 

 “Urgency?  Over what?” the captain inquired. 

 “Gem,” his newly arrived counterpart answered, referring to his thirteen year old daughter.  “I have to... to 

save Gem.” 

 “Save Gem from what?” the first Koester asked, now concerned himself. 

 “From... I wish I could remember!” 

 Captain Koester nodded in understanding.  The two men exchanged concerned looks before the voice of 

Commander K’danz sounded from the first Koester’s combadge. 

 “Bridge to Captain Koester.  We need you up here right away.” 

 “Acknowledged,” Koester said before looking back at his counterpart.  “I hope you understand why we 

need to keep you isolated from the crew?” 



 The Koester in the 23rd century uniform nodded and replied, “I would do the same thing in your shoes.  In 

fact, I believe I already have.” 

 Koester looked at his counterpart strangely for a moment before concluding, “If there’s anything you need, 

just let us know.”  Then he quickly departed the stateroom. 

 

* * * * 

 

 It took a week for the Dauntless to return to Earth, the same distance it took the Independence over a 

century to traverse.  In those few days, Rasa and his medical staff continued to examine the crew brought over from 

the Independence, but nothing they tried seemed to help Koester, K’danz, Dar, Windsor or any of the others to 

regain their memory, which baffled the Bajoran Chief Medical Officer.  The symptoms seemed much more severe 

than hibernation sickness would account for without the tell-tale signs of brain damage. 

 “Entering standard orbit,” the Bolian Lt Peck reported from the helm. 

 “Very well,” Captain Peter J. Koester replied before turning toward the tactical station.  “Mendez, hail...” 

 “Captain, we’re being hailed,” Marine Captain April Mendez interrupted. 

 “Starfleet?” Koester asked. 

 “No, sir.  Office of Temporal Investigations.” 

 “Wow!” K’danz said, exchanging a look with her skipper.  “They wasted no time, did they?” 

 “Making a joke?” Koester asked before turning to face the main viewscreen.  “On screen, Captain.” 

 The screen blinked to the image of two men wearing non-descript grey suits.  One was tall with dark hair, 

the other shorter and blonde. 

 “Good afternoon, Captain,” said the dark-haired man.  “I’m Agent Dulmer of the Office of Temporal 

Investigations.  This is my associate, Agent Lucsly.  We have a crew standing by to take charge of the people you 

rescued and the starship you salvaged.” 

 Koester looked amazed.  “That was quick,” he commented. 

 “In our line of work, we don’t waste time,” commented Lucsly, causing Koester and K’danz to exchange 

looks again. 

 “Mister Winters, release the tractor beam on the Independence,” ordered K’danz. 

 “Tractor released, Commander” Winters reported a moment later. 

 “Captain, thrusters aboard the Independence have activated.  The vessel is moving off!” Mendez reported 

suddenly. 

 “Thank you, Captain,” Agent Dulmer said on the screen.  “We have a crew aboard the derelict already.  

Likewise we have agents arriving aboard your vessel as we speak to take your... ‘guests’ into our care.  We will take 

charge of their disposition.” 

 Koester was impressed by how quickly TI had stepped in and taken charge.  He felt like he should say 

something in protest, but there was nothing to protest.  TI was just doing its own job, just as he was doing his. 

 “When will we know what is going on?” Koester finally said. 

 Dulmer glanced at Lucsly and both simultaneously answered, “When it is time.”  And with that brief reply, 

the screen blinked back to the view of Earth orbit, as the Independence slowly moved off toward Spacedock, where 

it would be stored in an isolated slip far away from the repairs and overhauls of dozens of other Starfleet vessels that 

would pass through the huge orbiting facility until Starfleet and TI figured our what to do with it. 

 “Transporter room to bridge,” said the voice of Chief Blackburn. 

 “Go ahead, Chief,” K’danz responded. 

 “Commander, I have two Temporal Investigation Agents and the thirty people we rescued from the 

Independence in transporter room two.  The agents are requesting I turn my post over to them.” 

 Koester nodded silently at K’danz, who responded, “Its okay, Chief.  Take a ten minute break.” 

 “Aye, Commander.  Thank you.  Transporter room, out.” 

 “Well, now what?” K’danz asked. 

 “I’m not sure,” Koester replied.  “I suppose we can always go back to our star mapping mission?” 

 “Captain,” interrupted Lt Commander Winters from ops.  “We just received new orders from Starfleet.  

We’re to proceed to the Zera star system near the Tholian border and await further orders.” 

 “Well, there’s your answer, Exec,” the captain said.  “Mister Peck, plot a course to Zera.  As soon as we 

receive word our ‘guests’ are no longer aboard, get us underway.” 

 “Aye, sir.  Course plotted and laid in.” 

 “Do you think we’ll ever find out how we wound up on that ship, Skipper?” K’danz asked. 

 “I’m sure we’ll find out.... in time,” Koester added with a smile.  “Sooner or later, we have to.” 



 “I just don’t like the idea of leaving ourselves in the tender care of TI,” his first officer remarked. 

 “Don’t worry.  TI has nothing against us.  After all, it’s not like we’ve been playing games with James 

Kirk.  Man, I’ve heard stories that if it wouldn’t change history so badly, TI would have eliminated him from the 

timeline themselves.” 

 “And then where would we be?” K’danz remarked. 

 “Transporter room reports all clear, Captain,” Mendez reported before the captain could answer. 

 “Very well.  Helm, ahead full.” 

 “Ahead full, aye,” Peck replied, sending the Dauntless off toward its next adventure. 

 

To Be Concluded... 

 


